* * BULLETIN * *
Hand Biomechanics Lab
REMANUFACTURING program
for our AGEE WRISTJACK® System
Hand Biomechanics Lab, Inc., the original manufacturer of the Agee WristJack, has
FDA approval of our 510(k) application to market remanufactured WristJack
Systems. Participating in this program is an easy way to reduce equipment costs while still
maintaining the high quality you’ve come to expect from us. We remanufacture your used
WristJacks and return them directly to you.
To participate in our program, call and request a return kit. This kit contains detailed
instructions and packaging needed to return both the instrumentation and device.
The instrumentation may be returned any time following surgery. Retrieve the device from
the surgeon when it isremoved from the patient (usually 6-8 weeks later). Call us with a
purchase order, then send the WristJack to HBL according to the return kit instructions.
Once received by Hand Biomechanics Lab, we will disassemble, clean and inspect the
returned WristJack and instruments. Your device is reassembled, replacing wear-sensitive
parts as needed, then fully tested to the same standards as a new device. The WristJack,
instruments, new fixation pins and new Surgeon’s Manual are repackaged in NON-STERILE
form and sent back to you. You will need to steam sterilize them before use. Allow about 4
weeks for return of your remanufactured WristJack System, which remains a SINGLE USE
device.
Catalog No:
CFD-147-R
Product Name: Agee WristJack External Fixation System, REMANUFACTURED
Price:
$825
Note: The maximum number of times a new WristJack can be remanufactured is twice, giving
you a total of three patient uses. Look for an embossed indicator to determine the number of
times a WristJack has been remanufactured.
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